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Abstract
Soils represent the largest terrestrial reservoir of organic carbon, and the balance
between soil organic carbon (SOC) formation and loss will drive powerful carbonclimate feedbacks over the coming century. To date, efforts to predict SOC dynamics
have rested on pool-based models, which assume classes of SOC with internally homogenous physicochemical properties. However, emerging evidence suggests that
soil carbon turnover is not dominantly controlled by the chemistry of carbon inputs,
but rather by restrictions on microbial access to organic matter in the spatially heterogeneous soil environment. The dynamic processes that control the physicochemical
protection of carbon translate poorly to pool-based SOC models; as a result, we are
challenged to mechanistically predict how environmental change will impact movement of carbon between soils and the atmosphere. Here, we propose a novel conceptual framework to explore controls on belowground carbon cycling: Probabilistic
Representation of Organic Matter Interactions within the Soil Environment
(PROMISE). In contrast to traditional model frameworks, PROMISE does not attempt
to define carbon pools united by common thermodynamic or functional attributes.
Rather, the PROMISE concept considers how SOC cycling rates are governed by the
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stochastic processes that influence the proximity between microbial decomposers
and organic matter, with emphasis on their physical location in the soil matrix. We
illustrate the applications of this framework with a new biogeochemical simulation
model that traces the fate of individual carbon atoms as they interact with their environment, undergoing biochemical transformations and moving through the soil
pore space. We also discuss how the PROMISE framework reshapes dialogue around
issues related to SOC management in a changing world. We intend the PROMISE
framework to spur the development of new hypotheses, analytical tools, and model
structures across disciplines that will illuminate mechanistic controls on the flow of
carbon between plant, soil, and atmospheric pools.
KEYWORDS

biogeochemical model, organic matter, organo-mineral interactions, pore structure, soil
carbon, soil microbes

1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

increased in an attempt to capture the many mechanisms that govern
microbial access to various chemical forms of soil carbon (Abramoff

Climate change results from a perturbation of the global carbon

et al., 2018; Sulman et al., 2018). However, even the most advanced

cycle, and soils—which contain more organic carbon than plants

and mechanistic ecosystem models do not explicitly represent pro-

and the atmosphere combined—play a pivotal role in regulating

cesses occurring at the spatial and temporal scales that dominate

the Earth's climate system. Because organic matter can persist

microbial-SOC interactions.

belowground for decades to centuries, soil organic carbon (SOC)

Here, we argue for a fundamentally novel approach to measuring

is often viewed as a relatively stable carbon reservoir that is well

and modeling critical carbon cycle processes. In contrast to existing

buffered against environmental change. This perception underlies

models, which approximate SOC as a series of discrete carbon pools

many emerging efforts aimed at sequestering atmospheric carbon

with distinct chemical, physical, and functional properties (e.g., see

in soils. In reality, however, SOC exists in a state of constant flux,

Luo et al., 2016; Parton et al., 1987; Six et al., 2002), we offer a pro-

with new inputs of plant-derived carbon offset by continuous SOC

cess-based, probabilistic framework for studying the soil carbon cycle,

losses through decomposition. Even small shifts in the relative mag-

focusing on carbon flow and dynamic transformation rather than static

nitudes of these fluxes impact the strength of the terrestrial carbon

carbon pools. Below, we contrast this new conceptual model with ex-

sink. Moreover, all living organisms depend not on carbon storage,

isting frameworks of SOC cycling, highlighting its potential to improve

but upon the transformation and recycling of carbon and nutrients

mechanistic understanding and numerical representation of the ter-

through the terrestrial food web. A mechanistic understanding of

restrial carbon cycle and its feedbacks to environmental change.

the factors that control SOC cycling is necessary both to predict soil
carbon-climate feedbacks in a changing world and to determine viable options for managing Earth's carbon cycle.
Conceptual frameworks of SOC formation and loss underpin

2 | TH E PRO M I S E FR A M E WO R K : A N E W
PA R A D I G M O F S O C C YC LI N G

the structure of terrestrial ecosystem models, which are our most
powerful tools to forecast changes in SOC stocks under altered

Here, we propose a new conceptual framework, Probabilistic

climates. However, emerging evidence suggests that these models

Representation of Organic Matter Interactions within the Soil

have serious shortcomings: They struggle to capture the distribution

Environment (PROMISE), which is intended to underpin the devel-

of SOC across terrestrial ecosystems (Todd-Brown et al., 2013) and

opment of empirical approaches and numerical models for exploring

the responses of soil carbon to environmental change (Friedlingstein

SOC dynamics. This model is grounded on three core observations.

et al., 2014; Todd-Brown et al., 2014). Many ecosystem ecologists

First, two identical organic molecules entering the soil may have dra-

and biogeochemists have welcomed a paradigm shift in conceptual

matically different residence times belowground, depending on their

models of SOC cycling (Blankinship et al., 2018). In particular, we

fates within the soil matrix (e.g., sorption to a mineral surface, in-

increasingly acknowledge that SOC turnover rates are determined

corporation into the microbial biomass). Conversely, these processes

not only by intrinsic properties of organic matter itself but also by

could result in two biochemically distinct molecules (e.g., glucose

decomposer access to carbon in the spatially heterogeneous soil en-

and lignin) having identical residence times. Second, although it is in-

vironment (Jackson et al., 2017; Lehmann & Kleber, 2015; Schmidt

feasible to predict the precise fate of any individual carbon molecule

et al., 2011). Over time, the complexity of soil carbon models has

within a given time frame, it is possible to constrain the probability

|
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that particular classes of chemical compounds will encounter spe-

a river channel determine the average velocity of water flow, eco-

cific fates over a given time frame (Sierra et al., 2018). For example,

system properties such as temperature, soil texture, and soil miner-

the presence of highly reactive minerals increases the likelihood that

alogy impact the probability that carbon inputs will be absorbed to

organic molecules will be stabilized on mineral surfaces; a high abun-

minerals, occluded within aggregates, or metabolized by microbes.

dance of ligninolytic enzymes enhances the probability that poly-

While the mean transit time of carbon through the soil might be pre-

phenolic polymers will be swiftly decomposed. Third, although the

dictable, there is substantial heterogeneity in the residence times

turnover time of bulk SOC is sensitive to ecosystem-scale properties

of individual molecules. Critically, however, this heterogeneity is not

such as climate and soil texture, the influence of these drivers on

only determined by intrinsic properties of any particular compound

carbon cycling is indirect, and ultimately exerted through processes

in which the carbon resides, but to a large extent by the biotic and

occurring at the soil pore scale (Or et al., 2007).

abiotic conditions encountered by a molecule as it is (bio)chemically

Ultimately, the PROMISE framework advocates a de-emphasis

transformed.

on efforts to define specific SOC pools; instead, our model focuses
on the flow pathways of individual carbon atoms moving from plants
through soils and back to the atmosphere. This constant flux of carbon can be compared to a meandering river system (Figure 1), which
ultimately discharges into the atmospheric reservoir of CO2. Carbon

3 | E VO LV I N G PA R A D I G M S O F S O C
C YC LI N G H I G H LI G HT TH E N E E D TO M OV E
B E YO N D P O O L- BA S E D M O D E L S

can enter the flow through multiple different streams (e.g., litter,
root exudates), but the source of carbon inputs is not the dominant

Our understanding of the dominant controls on SOC formation

control on their fates. Regardless of their point of entry, once organic

and loss has changed substantially over the past decade. It was

molecules have entered the soil environment, they are subject to

long thought that the slowest cycling SOC pools were comprised

constant biochemical transformations and physicochemical detours:

of recalcitrant plant tissues and their derivatives, which were in-

depolymerization, microbial uptake and anabolism, interactions with

herently impervious to microbial decay (Haider & Martin, 1975;

soil mineral surfaces, and so forth. Just as the shape and gradient of

Hedges et al., 1985; Kögel-Knabner & Amelung, 2014). Yet in situ
observations of soil organic matter reveal that in many cases,
specific plant compounds are not selectively preserved in soils

(A)
Rate of flow
Fast

consists of chemically labile organic matter, which theoretically
should exhibit the most rapid turnover time (Gleixner, 2013;

(B)
(C)

(Schmidt et al., 2011). Moreover, some of the oldest soil carbon

Kleber et al., 2011). This seeming paradox can be explained by
Slow

Compound origin
Root exudate

considering the chemical and physical protection mechanisms
that restrict the access of microbial decomposers to organic
matter (Conant et al., 2011; Dungait et al., 2012). For example,
organo-mineral associations can enable soil carbon persistence
over centennial to millennial timescales by shielding organic

Leaf litter

matter from enzymatic attack (Hemingway et al., 2019; Mv

Woody debris

et al., 2006; Torn et al., 1997). Readily decomposable forms of
organic matter can also be protected by physical barriers that

(D)
F I G U R E 1 A conceptual analogy for the PROMISE model, which
holds that carbon cycling in soils is analogous to the movement of
water in a river delta system. Carbon enters the river from different
tributaries (A), representing distinct sources of organic matter
(e.g., root exudates, litter), and discharges into the atmospheric
reservoir of CO2 (D). Between these endpoints, the flow of carbon
can be accelerated by proximity between decomposers and organic
molecules which they are capable of degrading (B). Conversely,
the flow of carbon can be restricted in eddies by processes that
resist microbial access to carbon, for example, mineral protection
(C). These processes generate substantial heterogeneity in the
transit time of carbon through the system, which is decoupled
from the chemical characteristics of soil carbon inputs—note that
compounds of the same chemistry (e.g., two yellow dots), entering
soil from the same source, can represent the extremes of the transit
time distribution

impede access and/or induce micro-environmental constraints
on decomposer metabolism and movement, such as aggregate
structures, nanopore protection, ice, or anaerobic conditions
(Janzen, 2015; Jastrow et al., 2007; Kleber & Johnson, 2010).
Thus, the paradigm of “physio-chemical protection” has replaced
“chemical recalcitrance” as the principal mechanism contributing to long-term carbon persistence in soils (Conant et al., 2011;
Kleber et al., 2011; Marschner et al., 2008).
By explicitly representing pools of physically and chemically protected carbon, emerging conceptual frameworks of SOC formation
and stabilization can be incorporated into traditional, pool-based
model structures (Wieder et al., 2014). Yet the physicochemical
and biological characteristics of SOC are dynamic over short and
long timescales, challenging efforts to define discrete classes of organic matter which correspond to modeled pools. Combining physical and chemical fractionation methods can isolate classes of soil

4
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carbon that are analogs of those represented in traditional first-

SOC, mineral surfaces, and microbes are increasingly revealed to be

order kinetic models (Baldock et al., 2014; Zimmermann et al., 2007).

a dynamic continuum that regulates carbon transformations, losses,

However, the carbon within these pools often exhibits highly vari-

and long-term protection—relationships that do not easily translate

able turnover times (Bruun et al., 2010; Elliott et al., 1996; Poeplau

into pool-based models.

et al., 2018; Trumbore, 2009). For example, C signatures of physically uncomplexed forms of particulate SOC often suggest average ages approaching or even greatly exceeding 100 years (Crow
et al., 2007; McFarlane et al., 2013; Trumbore, 2000), even though
this pool is generally thought to cycle much more rapidly (Gregorich

4 | G O I N G W ITH TH E FLOW: PRO M I S E
I N S PI R E S N E W M O D E L S TRU C T U R E S FO R
R E PR E S E NTI N G S O C DY N A M I C S

et al., 2006). Such data suggest that even “unprotected” SOC
pools contain a mixture of materials with different ages and turn-

Current biogeochemical modeling efforts are challenged by a ten-

over rates. Similarly, although mineral-associated organic matter is

sion between computational tractability and realism (Blankinship

often modeled as a relatively homogenous and persistent carbon

et al., 2018). Simple first-order kinetic models like CENTURY, which

pool, evidence from diverse ecosystems supports the view that a

are incorporated into Earth System Models, are phenomenological:

major (even dominant) portion of mineral-associated carbon cycles

they represent pools of carbon with orders of magnitude variation

over timescales of years to many decades (Baisden et al., 2002; Hall

in turnover times, but make no attempt to represent the drivers of

et al., 2015; Torn et al., 2013). This is because chemically protected

this variability. Such models can predict global-scale patterns in the

carbon comprises a diverse suite of component molecules that inter-

distribution of SOC, but struggle to capture observed soil responses

act directly and indirectly with mineral phases via distinct mecha-

to elevated CO2, warming, or nutrient deposition (Todd-Brown

nisms, ranging from relatively strong covalent bonds to hydrophobic

et al., 2013, 2014). This suggests that CENTURY-style models lack

interactions to weak van der Waals interactions. Emerging evidence

important mechanisms that govern carbon cycling dynamics in re-

also suggests the possibility of mineral-mediated acceleration of

sponse to environmental change. To address this deficiency, a newer

organic matter decay; for example, manganese and iron oxides

generation of soil biogeochemical models has sought to explicitly

can oxidize SOC abiotically (McBride, 1987), and can fuel decom-

represent microbial controls on carbon cycling. These models depict

position by serving as terminal electron acceptors in anaerobic soil

the physical, chemical, and biological heterogeneity of SOC by defin-

microsites (Dubinsky et al., 2010). Physically protected SOC is also

ing multiple SOC pools with distinct ecological and biogeochemical

highly dynamic: although SOC can persist for years to centuries due

controls. However, such models have been criticized for their com-

to isolation in pores at micron and submicron scales, solubilization,

plexity, as they require an ever-proliferating number of parameters,

diffusion, or pore restructuring can rapidly render protected organic

many of which cannot be measured empirically (Luo et al., 2016).

matter susceptible to decomposition (Figure 2; Bailey et al., 2017;

The PROMISE framework has led us to undertake a novel model-

Kravchenko & Guber, 2017; Smith et al., 2017; Strong et al., 2004). In

ing approach, acknowledging the diversity of biological mechanisms

summary, the physical, chemical, and biological interactions among

that give rise to heterogeneity in SOC cycling rates, while retaining a
fairly simple structure and set of assumptions. This flow-based framework represents a shift from an Eulerian view, in which flow is observed from a fixed vantage point, to a Lagrangian view, which follows
parcels embedded in a flow (Table 1). In numerical SOC models, these
principles would be represented not by the traditional pool-based approach, but rather by individual-based models that track the fate of
successive cohorts of carbon atoms through the soil pore structure.
This model structure liberates us from the need to define carbon pools
united by common thermodynamic or functional attributes, and allows
us to focus on the biologically relevant processes that accelerate or
impede the movement of carbon atoms from soils to the atmosphere.
To illustrate how the principles of the PROMISE framework
might be represented mathematically, we implemented a new SOC
decomposition

model

(https://github.com/bsulman/Lagrangian_

soil_model). In line with the core tenets of the PROMISE framework,
the model does not define SOC pools or their turnover times a priF I G U R E 2 Scanning electron microscopy reveals the complex
spatial structure of soil and illustrates how physicochemical
protection mechanisms operate at the pore scale. In this image, soil
bacteria coat a root hair and quartz grain as they anabolize organic
matter. Image used with permission from M. Schulz

ori. Rather, carbon fluxes are governed by three types of forcing:
the physical soil environment (e.g., pore structure, temperature, and
moisture); the chemical characteristics of organic matter (e.g., molecular size and solubility); and the biology and ecology of decomposer microorganisms.

|
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TA B L E 1

Conceptual differences between traditional pool-based biogeochemical models and those inspired by the PROMISE concept
Model structure

a

Representation of spatial
dynamics

Representation of
microbial dynamics

Representation of
stochasticity

Traditional pool-based
modelsa

A priori binning of organic
matter into theoretical
pools, each characterized
by a predefined turnover
rate

None (although some models
are vertically resolved)

None (microbial role is
implicitly represented
through decay constants
of various pools)

None

Microbially explicit
pool-based modelsb

Pool-based structure,
with pool turnover rates
dependent on microbial
biomass or enzyme
production

None (although some models
are vertically resolved)

Microbial biomass growth,
death, and physiology
regulate decomposition

None

Stochastic pool-based
modelsc

Traditional pool-based
structure as described
above

None

None

Allow stochastic
movement of individual
organic matter particles
among pools

Reactive transport
modelsd

Chemical transformations
of organic matter are
coupled with equations
that simulate flow and
solute transport through
the soil pore space

Explicitly consider chemical
interactions at solid–fluid
interfaces within soil pores

None

Some allow stochastic
particle movement

PROMISE

Movement and
transformation of
individual organic matter
particles are probabilistic.
Pool turnover rates are an
emergent feature of the
model

Particle movement is
dependent on soil pore
structure, although the
spatial orientation and
connectivity of pores are
not explicitly modeled

Organic matter
transformations are
dependent on spatial
proximity of soil
microbes

Persistence of
organic matter is
determined jointly
by system properties
and stochastic
events, generating a
distribution of possible
fates

e.g., Parton et al. (1987).

b
c

5

e.g., Abramoff et al. (2018).

e.g., Sierra et al. (2018).

d

e.g., Li et al. (2017).

4.1 | Model structure

2. intraparticle porosity (nanopores < 2 nm; Mikutta &
Mikutta, 2006) associated with crystal defects, the stacking

The computational model represents soil pore space as an array of

edges of expandable 2:1 clay minerals, and dead ends of pores

possible particle locations belonging to one of three pore size classes.

at domain boundaries of Fe (hydr)oxides (Aringhieri, 2004;

The model does not assume any spatial arrangement, distance, or dif-

Fischer et al., 1996), and which can only accommodate very

ferences in connectivity among specific pores. These pore spaces are

small and highly soluble organic molecules.

operationally defined and divided into the following broad classes:
To capture the influence of organic matter chemistry on carbon
a. the pore space separating macroscopic soil domains (>1,000 nm),

cycling rates, SOC itself is represented as a set of particles with dif-

often referred to as flow-permitting pores, which allows for fast

ferent properties controlling mobility and microbial decomposition:

liquid mass flow and the resulting mobility of suspended and dis-

lignin-like polymers (which are insoluble and relatively less likely to

solved organic substrates.

be decomposed by microbes within a given amount of time); insoluble

b. the pore space characteristic of the soil minerals themselves.

polymers that are more readily decomposed; soluble polymers; mono-

This pore class can be further functionally separated (De Jonge

mers; and CO2. In any model simulation, the total number of particles

et al., 2000; Mayer, 1994; Mayer et al., 2004) into

(including particles that have been converted to CO2) is conserved.
For example, when a simulated polymer is decomposed, the model

1. the interparticle porosity of clay domains and mineral aggre-

tracks the resulting cohort of monomers using a single representa-

gates (mesopores approximately 2–50 nm; Mayer et al., 2004;

tive monomer particle. Thus, model particles should be interpreted

Roquerol et al., 1994) which can accommodate relatively large

as tracer carbon atoms rather than as individual organic matter mole-

biopolymers up to about 500 kDa.

cules. Finally, to explicitly represent the role of decomposer organisms

6
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in mediating carbon fluxes, the model includes extracellular enzymes

and the importance of its location within the soil structure. When an

and microbes that can interact with SOC particles.

organic molecule and a microbe or enzyme co-occur, the probability

Each time step, for each particle, the model calculates the prob-

of transformation from one particle type to another (PT ) depends on

ability of particle movement and transformation from one chemical

chemical class (Table 2b). To determine whether a transformation

class to another. The probability of particle i moving out of its cur-

takes place, the model determines a transformation parameter, T,

rent location and into a new pore is calculated as:
(3)

T(i, k) = PT (i, j) − Y,
(1)

Pi (j1 , j2 ) = PL (j1 )PE (i, j2 )n(j2 ),

where PT(i, j) is the probability of a particle of the type of i transforming
where j1 is the pore size class of the current particle location and

into particle type j (Table 2b) and Y is drawn from a uniform distribu-

j2 is the pore size class of a new location. PL, the probability of par-

tion between 0 and 1. Transformation only occurs if the value of T is

ticle i leaving its current pore, is positively correlated with pore size

positive.

(Table 2a). PE represents the probability that particle i will enter a pore

Through the calculations described above, the model captures

of a given size class and depends on both the destination pore's size

well-documented relationships among soil structure, organic matter

class and the particle's chemical type (Table 2a). n(j2) represents the

chemistry, and decomposition, while allowing for stochasticity in

fraction of pores of the size class j2 in the soil pore size distribution. To

the movement and decay of each individual organic matter particle.

determine the actual destination of particle i, the model determines a

Note that these simulations did not include microbial anabolism, mi-

movement parameter, M

crobial biomass turnover, or extracellular enzyme production. Thus,
the model assumes a constant microbial population. However, these
(2)

M(i, j2 ) = Pi (j1 , j2 ) − Xj2 ,

factors could be included within the model framework by including
nonzero probabilities of microbes transforming to non-living sub-

where Xj2 is a random number drawn from a uniform distribution be-

strates and organic matter particles transforming into new microbial

tween 0 and 1. This calculation is repeated for each destination pore

particles.

size class, with a different value of X for each. Finally, the particle is
moved to a randomly chosen pore in the size class with the largest pos-

4.2 | Parameterization and simulation conditions

itive value of M(i, j2). If the values of M are negative for all pore size
classes, then the particle stays in its current location.
Once a particle's movement has been determined for a given

For the simulations discussed here, parameters (Table 2) were cho-

time step, the model next determines whether it is transformed into

sen to illustrate the behavior of the model rather than calibrated

a different chemical class. A key feature of the model is that such

against a specific dataset. However, model parameters could be em-

chemical transformations can only occur when the particle shares a

pirically derived for a particular soil. Because the model does not as-

pore with a microbe or extracellular enzyme. This allows the model

sume a spatial orientation of pore spaces, detailed mapping of pore

to explicitly represent both the chemical properties of a substrate

spaces and connections is not necessary for model initialization;

TA B L E 2

Movement-related parameters (a) and transformation parameters (b) utilized in the model simulations
Pore size class

(a)
PL (probability of any particle
leaving pore)
PE (probability of particle type
entering pore)

Flow-permitting pore
(macropore)

Interparticle pore
(mesopore)

Intraparticle
pore (nanopore)

Low mobility (dry soil)

0.005

0.0005

0.00005

High mobility (moist soil)

0.05

0.005

0.0005

Microbe

0.1

0.001

0

Monomer

0.1

0.1

0.1

Soluble polymer

0.1

0.05

0.005

Insoluble polymer

0.01

0.01

0.0

Lignin

0.01

0.01

0.0

(b) Particle type

To monomer

To soluble polymer

To insoluble polymer

To lignin

To CO2

From monomer

N/A

0

0

0

0.1

From soluble polymer

0.02

N/A

0

0

0

From insoluble polymer

0.01

0.01

N/A

0

0

From lignin

0.0025

0

0

N/A

0
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rather, the distribution of different pore size classes can be related to

and 30% intraparticle pores) and the other a coarse-textured soil (80%

soil texture and mineralogy. The relative abundance of different or-

flow-permitting pores, 10% interparticle pores, and 10% intraparticle

ganic matter chemical classes (e.g., lignin, soluble polymers) could be

pores). In addition, we conducted one longer simulation with a duration

determined using organic matter characterization techniques such

of 200 simulated years (438,000 time steps) using the higher mobility

as NMR or FTICR (Simpson et al., 2011). Constraining movement

parameterization and even pore size distribution. This simulation was

probabilities as a function of soil moisture or temperature would

used to assess distributions of mean residence times.

require some information about relationships between pore con-

In our simulations, we used a soil domain of 800 pore spaces and

nectivity and soil microclimate (Smith et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2018),

initialized the model with 400 particles. Simulations with different

but would not require detailed soil imaging for every soil sample.

numbers of particles and pore spaces yielded qualitatively similar

Appropriate values for PE, PL , and PT could be calibrated using in situ

results as long as the ratio of particles to pore spaces at initializa-

spectroscopy, and further tuned using data assimilation approaches

tion was the same. Running the model with more particles and pore

(Luo et al., 2011). We also note that unlike most pool-based models,

spaces yielded better statistical sampling of particle movements and

PROMISE provides opportunities for comparison with high-resolution

transformations, but at a higher computational cost. At initialization,

soil imagery that offers insights into the spatial distribution of dif-

10% of particles were initialized as living microbes, and the remain-

ferent organic matter types in the soil (e.g., Figure 2). However, it is

der were divided evenly among monomer, soluble polymer, insoluble

important to emphasize that the PROMISE model was not formu-

polymer, and lignin forms.

lated with the explicit goal of simulating pools or processes that can
be empirically measured with high precision, as some other models
seek to do (e.g., the Millenial Model; Abramoff et al., 2018). Nor is

4.3 | Model simulation results

PROMISE intended to capture all of the physicochemical mechanisms that control organic matter transport and stabilization at the

The structure of our individual-based SOC model allows visualiza-

submicron scale, as in reactive transport models. Rather, by refram-

tion of how different carbon types and microbes are distributed

ing the assumptions of traditional pool-based SOC models within a

through the pore space, and when and where chemical transfor-

relatively simple simulation, we intended to generate new insights

mations occur. A direct visualization of this particle history for a

into controls on soil carbon cycling.

selected group of particles (Figure 3) shows how differences in mo-

We conducted four simulations with a duration of five simulation

bility and microbial access among pore size classes impact the dy-

years (10,950 discrete, 4 hr time steps). These simulations included two

namics of soil organic matter cycling. Chemical transformations tend

parameterizations of particle mobility combined with two pore size dis-

to be clustered within the flow-permitting pore size class: Once a

tributions, simulating variation in soil texture. To represent differences

microbe encountered a substrate molecule and began to transform

in pore connectivity (analogous to wetter vs. drier soils), we used two

it, the probability was high that the microbe and substrate would

different sets of PL parameter values (Table 2a). To capture variation

continue to be colocated, ultimately resulting in the mineralization

in soil texture, we used two pore size distributions: one representing a

of CO2. Hotspots of chemical transformation at the pore scale thus

fine-textured soil (30% flow-permitting pores, 40% interparticle pores,

emerge from the simple assumptions of the model.

F I G U R E 3 Fate of selected organic
matter particles in the modeled pore
space. Each row represents a pore,
which is assigned to one of three size
classes (flow-permitting, interparticle,
and intraparticle; see right-hand site of
figure). Arrows indicate movement of
particles among pores, and circles indicate
a transformation from one chemical class
of organic matter to another (e.g., soluble
polymer to monomer). Stars indicate
transformation of organic matter to CO2
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The PROMISE framework considers temperature and moisture

differed among chemical classes. Because lignin and insoluble poly-

effects through their influence on microbial access to carbon within

mers had lower probabilities of movement and decomposition, they

individual soil pores, in contrast with pool-based models that must

had longer mean residence times in larger pores compared to soluble

use bulk decomposition–moisture relationships to approximate

polymers and monomers. However, the more soluble particles had

these effects. Temperature effects can be represented through

a higher probability of entering the smallest pore size class, where

changes in probabilities of particle transformation (although we

they were shielded from microbial decomposition. As a result, the

do not present simulations of different temperatures in this man-

overall residence times of soluble particles were as long or longer

uscript), while the influence of soil moisture is captured by differ-

than those of the less soluble particles. These patterns are in broad

ences in the probability of microbe and particle movement through

agreement with isotopic tracer experiments, which demonstrate

the soil pore matrix. In our simulations, decreased mobility (analo-

that labile and so-called recalcitrant compounds (e.g., lignin) have

gous to drier soil) lowered the probability of microbial access to sub-

similar mean turnover times and right-skewed turnover time distri-

strates, leading to more carbon remaining in flow-permitting pores

butions (Schmidt et al., 2011).

(Figure 4). Higher mobility increased the probability for substrates

In summary, our simulations exhibit some of the core strengths

to enter interparticle pores and intraparticle pores, where they

of the PROMISE concept, and its fundamental differences from

were inaccessible to microbes over longer time periods. Ultimately,

other biogeochemical models. In the PROMISE model, mean car-

the most CO2 was generated in simulations representing moist,

bon residence times in any particular state or pool are an emergent

coarse-textured soil, whereas CO2 production was lowest in dry,

property of the simulation, rather than a prescriptive parameter.

fine-textured soil.

More fundamentally, the PROMISE model generates a distribu-

A key capability of the PROMISE model is the ability to cap-

tion of transit times for different organic matter types—a capabil-

ture observed heterogeneity in residence times of organic matter

ity which eludes deterministic models. However, in this respect,

(Figure 5), which is not possible for traditional pool-based models.

PROMISE hews much more closely to empirical observations, which

Notably, the mean residence time of all particles was significantly

confirm that belowground residence times exhibit substantial het-

higher than the median, because the distributions were skewed by

erogeneity even within narrowly defined organic matter classes,

a small fraction of particles that persisted for long time periods.

for example, lignin or amino acids (Schmidt et al., 2011). Moreover,

However, the mechanisms that drove long-term particle persistence

PROMISE allows us to explore the mechanisms that generate

F I G U R E 4 Histograms of substrate and microbe locations for different pore size distributions and mobilities. Each plot is divided into
three sections showing flow-permitting pores (green), interparticle pores (blue), and intraparticle pores (orange). Panels (a) and (b) show
simulations with relatively even pore distributions, and panels (c) and (d) show simulations with pore size distribution dominated by flowpermitting pores. All simulations were initialized with the same distribution of organic matter among chemical classes. Panels (a) and (c) show
higher mobility (moist soil) and panels (b) and (d) show lower mobility (drier soil). CO2 is plotted as the cumulative amount produced in the
pore size class
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F I G U R E 5 Distributions of particle residence times across different chemical classes in a 200 year model simulation. Each box plot
shows the distribution of residence times for a specific particle type within a given pore size class (green: flow-permitting; blue: interparticle;
orange: intraparticle; black: pooled residence time). Pie charts show how each particle type was distributed among the three pore size
classes, averaged over the simulation

transit time distributions, and how their relative importance varies

and “recalcitrant” pools of SOC within which decomposition re-

as a function of soil texture, organic matter composition, microcli-

sponds consistently to warming.

mate, and microbial density.

The PROMISE framework also shapes dialogue around issues
related to SOC management, especially the potential for en-

5 | LE V E R AG I N G TH E PRO M I S E
FR A M E WO R K TO G U I D E S O C P O LI C Y A N D
M A N AG E M E NT

hanced soil carbon capture to offset anthropogenic CO2 emissions
(Minasny et al., 2017). The concept of carbon “sequestration” explicitly rests on the idea that some fraction of soil C inputs can be
locked away in slowly cycling pools that will persist for centuries to
millennia (Lal, 2004; Lorenz et al., 2007). Although some portion

The way in which soil carbon cycling is represented (both con-

of the SOC pool does have centennial to millennial residence times

ceptually and numerically) has critical implications for our ability

(Hemingway et al., 2019), this long-lived soil carbon does not nec-

to predict how SOC will respond to environmental change and to

essarily share unifying biochemical characteristics. Furthermore,

human manipulation. By capturing the underlying mechanisms

because its persistence is not dependent on its intrinsic biochem-

that govern the accrual and loss of SOC, flux-based models such

ical properties, currently “stable” soil carbon may be vulnerable

as PROMISE can identify the pore-scale phenomena that con-

to future environmental perturbations. Therefore, to manage

trol the emergent behavior of the bulk SOC pool. For example,

ecosystems for carbon sequestration, it may be more important

the response of SOC to warming represents a critical source of

to focus on the spatial and geochemical processes that control or-

uncertainty in efforts to project carbon-climate feedbacks over

ganic matter availability to microbes (and which are represented

the upcoming century (Bradford et al., 2016). Much of this un-

in the PROMISE model), rather than the origin or physicochemical

certainty hinges on the temperature sensitivity of soil carbon

composition of any particular class of SOC. A process-based under-

decomposition. Most models assume that the decomposition of

standing of the SOC cycle is also critical to anticipate and manage

chemically complex organic matter is more sensitive to tempera-

potential carbon cycle feedbacks that may thwart management ob-

ture (Davidson & Janssens, 2006). However, the chemical quality

jectives. For example, traditional pool-based models assume that

of organic matter is not always related to the temperature sensitiv-

belowground carbon inputs are positively correlated with SOC

ity of its decay (Davidson & Janssens, 2006; Reynolds et al., 2017;

stocks (Jackson et al., 2017), which have an obvious practical impli-

Vaughn & Torn, 2019), challenging core assumptions of traditional

cation: increasing plant litter inputs should enhance SOC storage.

models which define SOC pools based on their chemical compo-

However, in real soils, new carbon inputs may actually accelerate

sition. Instead, emerging data suggest that the dynamics of SOC

the decomposition of existing SOC, leading to net carbon loss

decay under warming are highly sensitive to processes that dictate

(i.e., the priming effect; Bingeman et al., 1953). Priming can occur

substrate accessibility: for example, sorption–desorption dynam-

through a variety of mechanisms; for example, fresh carbon inputs

ics, changes in soil pore architecture, and limitations on substrate

may accelerate loss of native soil carbon by activating the microbial

diffusion (Conant et al., 2011; Kögel-Knabner & Amelung, 2014;

biomass (Liu et al., 2020) or influencing the relative abundance of

Mv et al., 2006). The PROMISE framework shifts research em-

taxa that vary in their growth rates and growth efficiency (Fontaine

phasis toward quantifying the temperature sensitivities of these

et al., 2003). Release of certain root exudates can also destabilize

underlying processes, as opposed to isolating homogenous “labile”

organo-mineral associations and release mineral-protected carbon
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for microbial uptake (Keiluweit et al., 2015). As this example illus-

public access to these results of federally sponsored research in ac-

trates, acknowledging the diversity of interacting mechanisms that

cordance with the DOE Public Access Plan (http://energy.gov/downl

regulate carbon residence time belowground is critical to accu-

oads/doe-public-access-plan).

rately predict how ecosystem carbon cycling will respond to human
intervention.
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The PROMISE model was developed during a working group gener-
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gratefully thank Josh Schimel, Will Wieder, and Corey Lawrence

framed, increasing soil carbon storage means maximizing carbon

for their comments on the manuscript. S.R. was supported by the
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